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'oar Chip, 

While your show may make it clear in other ways, the interview of me does not make 

it clear, as I recall, that the prosecution was state, not dederal. In fairness to the 

FBI I think it should be made clear that the prosecution itself was state and not federal. 

That the state was captive to the FBI is another matter. 

Thinking back over the interview, which was fairly long, I can't recall a single 

silly or irresponsible question. I attribute that to your preparation. Good for you to 

have become that well informed! 

I doubt this will b.: true of the coming HBO show. Which I woil'it see, not having 

cable. 

You was a ver:: 4od crew. We've even had to clean to after some. 

I've gotten the report on the X-rays. They show one and possibly two polyps, 

Before I got ±kxi.t that delayed report I made an appointment for later this morning 

to see a local hematologist. I think he'll refer me to Johns Hopkins. If he does not 

I'll make my own arrangements. 

If I'd listened to the local internist who was going to give me a colonoscopic 

examination a week ago Monday he'd have had that instrument as much as six feet inside me 

when my blood test had me at the point/of spontaneous hemorrhaging! The slighest incident 

could then have been a catastrophe. The drastically reduced dosage of anticoagulent now 

has the blood clotting too fast. But the doctor is being cautious, increading the dosage 

very gradually. I anticipate another increase after today's test. And wonder with the 

weather report if I'll be able to get out fof Friday's. We had a six-inch snow after you 

left and the lane, shaded as it is, is ice with slippery tracks in it. I can use it but a 

snow with the road snow thrown against the end of the lane when I can't shovel any more 

confines us until we can get dug out or there is a thaw. 

I did appreciate a good, honest and informed interview, one in which I was not having 

to keep trying to keep the questions fair and accurate. 

Our best to you all, 	/ 4  
Reusing paper has been my minor contri- 

bution to saving trees and energy. I have 

so much with the new book I am now using it for more than rough drafts. The entire large 

book I've just fibished drafting is on used paper. 


